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Semester B.A./B.Sc./B.Com.lg.B.A./B.H.M./B.C.A./B.Sc. (FAD)

Examinatiffiift-ay

2O17

(Fresh + Repeaters) (CBCS) (2014'15 and Onwards)
ADDITIONAL ENGLISH (PaPer - ll)
Max. Marks : 70

Time : 3 Hours

tnstructions

: 1) Answerall questions.
2) Write the correctquestion

l.

A) 1) Frame sentences

of your own using the following idioms

i) Bed of roses ii) Breakthe

2)

number.

(2x1=2)

:

ice

Use the appropriate degree of comparison to fill in the blanks
(smarter, smartest, young as, youngest)
than you.
i) lam

ii) Varun is as

(2x1=2\

:

Arun.

3) Write the hyponym for the super-ordinate and find the super-ordinate for

the hyponym

i)

:

(2x1=2)

Food

ii) Turtles, sea birds, mammals.
4) Write the appropriate prefix and suffix to complete these sentences
i) Rakshat nodded his head and listened courteous

:

(2x1=2)

--.

5) Use synonyms for the underlined words to fill in the blanks ; select an
(2x1=2)
appropriate word from the ones given below

:

(crave, drive, normal, eccentric)
i) Madhurayearned for a big bungalow.
year.
ii) Ajax's behaviour was out of ordinary. He was an

Her

was fulfilled in a
man.

B) Design a brochure for one day Workshop on "Women's Rights" to be organized
by your college.

OR

lmagine you are a member of a social organization and campaigning for
"segregation of waste". Prepare a leaflet to persuade the students in this
(1x5=5)

matter.
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C) Dr' Jayashree is a well-known dramatist who is delivering
a talk on ,,Drama
and SocialAwareness,,. Draft an invitation.
OR

Dr' Linga Raju is invited to deliver a talk on "The lmportance
of Ethics in Life,,
at your college. Draft an invitation.
(1x5=$)
A) Answer any f ive questions in one or two sentences each :
(2x5=10)
1) Where did Muni sit when his goats grazed?
2) why did the Master resign from the presidentship ?
3) Why did Muni try to humour the shopkeeper ?
4) What does the poet Robert Frost want to know before he builds a wall
?
5) When was the Berlin wallconstructed ?
6) What was the contribution of the Ming dynasty in the construction of ,,Great
Wall of China" ?
7) what according to Huxley is the deepest source of Beauty ?
B) What happens to any plans you have made, when a woman is involved
?

B) Answerany fourquestions in a paragraph each
(4x5=20)
1) What is the nature of the relationship between N/uni and his wife
?
2) Gauriwas honoured as a leader. How did she come to take on this role
for
the people of the city ?
3) Why did the "Berlin Wall,'come into existence ?
4) What is the advice that the speaker gives regarding men and
how to
behave with them in the poem;,Girt, ? "
5) What is the dam thatthe mother has built ? What has been dammed in
it in
the poem "To l\lother,,?
6) What are th.e moderate hopes that we must be happy with according
to
Aldous Huxley ?
7) What are Prof' Higgins's tikes and dislikes mentioned in the poem,,l,m
an
Ordinary Man" ?

:

c) Answer any two questions in not more than two pages

,)

of

(2x10=20)

rhe story,,rhe cow of the Barricades,,is an apt

?:^v;y
lll:.T.11:
one ? Justify
yourlilt_.
answer.

2) "A Wall is Just a Wall,,, tries to look

3)

.

into various aspects of Wall making
and breaking. Explain.
Describe the position and role of the women based on your
reading of
"A Voice of her Own,,.

